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Discover 8 Proven Ways To "Hack" Your Subconscious Mind Into A Portal To Infinite Happiness,

Discover 8 Proven Ways To "Hack" Your Subconscious Mind Into A Portal To Infinite Happiness,
Phenomenal Mental Balance, Endless Spiritual Energy and Dazzling Pleasures Beyond the Physical
Dimension... CLICK HERE NOW!
NEVER Again Leave Matters To Just Chance Or Luck! Discover How To Master The Secret Art Of
Lucid Dreaming & Easily Have Out Of Body Experiences As Early As Tonight! ... FIND OUT HOW
CLICK HERE!
Master Hypnotist Reveals Forbidden Secret Of How To Control People's Minds (Without Their
Knowledge) And Make Them Obey Covert Commands During Normal Conversation! - Use These
Strategies Today By Clicking Here!

Discover The Power Of Nature's Numbers And How They Effect Your Life! Get A Free Personal
Numerology Reading Here Now For FREE!

Discover How To Activate Your Brain Into A Million Dollar Generating Machine! Lean How To
Change The Way You Think And Become A Millionaire! Watch This Video Now!
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Make Your Magick Spells Work The First Time! Here's How:

Have you been wondering what exactly does it take to make your magical spells work? Many beginners of wicca and magic have this problem. It's not so much the
spell that isn't working, but other things that are not in harmony with your desired results.
Step 1 - Make magical spells work - Be sure that when you begin the ritual or spell casting that you are already in an altered state of mind. You can do this with things
such as self-hypnosis, deep breathing and focusing on the deity that you believe in.
Just focus on having your willpower and desired result embodied into the physical world as a real thing. So the first thing you want to do, is to meditate and go into a
deep trance like state.
Step 2 - Making magic and wicca spells work - You have to have an exact desired result planned out and pictured in your mind while doing the spell or ritual. You will
want to imagine your spell has already been accomplished. This is a very big key thing in being able to focus your will power into faith, which makes your magical spell
that much more effective.
Step 3 - Make your magical spells work - The last thing we will discuss is your intent and will power. You will need strong will power to send out the proper energy out
into the universe, to get your spell or ritual to function and aid you the way you want it too.
Being able to say no to things in your daily life that you would typically indulge in, is a form of self-control, self-discipline and will power. Having a strong sense of will
power, will carry you much further with your magical tasks, spells and rituals.
Being able to control and harness your own abilities such as will-power, desire, intention and faith are the key ingredients for a spell working. Being able to cultivate
these magical abilities and facets within your own personality, will only make you stronger as a practicing wizard or witch.
Having a strong mind and a sense of deep calm, will bring you much greater magical and daily life success. However being able to focus on these three key ingredients
for successful magic will determine if your spell works or not.
Follow the tips within this article and explore the internet for even more information on becoming a master wizard or witch!

The Secret Tools You Need To Make Your Magick Work Revealed!

If you are new to using wicca and magick spells or know things already you will learn from this article. I would like to share some tips on what to use as tools and
devices for your practice of the occult arts.
All of these ritual and spell items you can find in stores or online. You may not agree with my tools or ritual items, but I can guarantee through my own experiences they
do work. Here are my best key notes from what I know works best for wicca rituals and magick spells.
1. Magick candles - To set the mood and have a power like the element of fire is very positive and powerful when conducting a ritual or casting a wicca spell. The
element of fire is one of the four magickal elements that make our universe and make wiccan rituals and spells work. As an example, you can write down on a piece of
paper while in a self-induced hypnotic state, all of your fears, anxieties and worries.
Next thing to do is pray for them to be healed through the light and fire of the candle and set the letter ablaze. Be sure you have a bowl of water to put the flaming paper
in. This is a great ritual magick technique that works to remove depression, stress and toxic energy.
2. Magick Tarot Cards - Being able to see your reality and lifestyle objectively through the lenses of your higher self is amazing. This is why and how tarot cards are
used. Out of 72 cards, each card embodies a different archetypal energy we as humans go through in life.
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The use of tarot cards can provide you with insight within yourself to greater depths. Tarot cards can also give you the advantage of knowing what the day has planned
for you ahead of time. I highly and sincerely suggest that you buy a deck of your own cards for best results.

2. Magick Tarot Cards - Being able to see your reality and lifestyle objectively through the lenses of your higher self is amazing. This is why and how tarot cards are
used. Out of 72 cards, each card embodies a different archetypal energy we as humans go through in life.
The use of tarot cards can provide you with insight within yourself to greater depths. Tarot cards can also give you the advantage of knowing what the day has planned
for you ahead of time. I highly and sincerely suggest that you buy a deck of your own cards for best results.
3. Magick Pendulum - A simple and very accurate technique for receiving, yes or no answers to questions can be done with a magical pendulum. You can buy them
online or find them in wiccan and witchcraft shops. I suggest you find a crystal that suits your needs and attach a string to it.
To use this you hang it above a piece of paper divided into two parts. One saying, yes and the other no. Which ever way your pendulum swings will give you the answer
to your question.
These have been some helpful tips I hope guide you to your greatest and brightest magical self!

3 Myths About Magick, Witchcraft And Wicca Exposed!

If you are new to the world of using magick, Wicca or witchcraft you may have seen the myths. Many people will think of acts, rituals and spells using the universal
powers of magick are wrong. Other people will say it is evil and against God.
However I would like to show you the different levels of myths there are so they don't hold you back. I don't want these so-called truths and wives tales to limit you. In
your learning process and attainment of magical power you will have to question everything you hear and read. Here are some popular myths I will destroy below.
1. Popular myths about witchcraft - Many people will say and accuse you of worshiping the devil or being evil. This is not the case as you already know. When people
use witchcraft they are calling upon higher powers of love and light.
Pulling energy and directing it towards positive results with magick is an act of love. When you are focused on the light and love that truly is what encompasses the
universe, you will understand how silly gossip about witchcraft really is!
2. Popular myths about magick - There is only one true form of magick. This is simply not true. Some teachers and masters of a magical systems will tell you that there
system is best. They may claim no other rituals of magick will work for you or holds as much power as theirs. I suggest you try out different formats of magick, but most
importantly find what works for you and calls to your soul.
After a while you will learn to create your own hybrid system of magick using your own techniques based on your tastes and beliefs. Don't fall victim to being cornered
into only one magical path. Try them all until you find one you love and that works for you.
3. Popular myths about Wicca - Many people will assume and claim that people who use Wicca or witchcraft are clearly not mentally balanced. Other people will say
that only crazy-people practice and use Wicca.
A big thing here is that many intelligent and brilliant people use magick in their daily lives. In fact we all do to a certain degree, whether we are aware of it or not. A good
tip when using and practicing Wicca is to keep your lips sealed about it.
I hope you have destroyed some old beliefs are limiting thoughts on the subject of magick and Wicca. Be sure to continue reading and questioning what you learn.
Magick is for everyone and can be used by anyone!

Do Wiccan Love Spells Really Work? Find Out Below!

Within
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are some key facts and reasons why using wicca love spells do work. I will also show you the different unique circumstances related to usingPage
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Within this article are some key facts and reasons why using wicca love spells do work. I will also show you the different unique circumstances related to using them.
Many people from different cultures will use these types of magic spells but are they useful? Can they be harmful? I will show you the positives and negatives when it
comes to using these types of rituals.
First of all, I will answer the question of whether they do work or not. Like all magic spells, using these rituals and them working is crucial to your own development as a
wizard or witch. Now here is the key to using witchcraft love spells. Don't ever use them to force someone to fall in love with you. Why? Because using wicca love
spells to convert and overcome someone's own will power is wrong.
I will give you some examples on how to achieve real passionate and fulfilling relationships using the art and sciences of magic.
The biggest concept I want you to know about wicca love spells, is the fact that using them to hypnotize or overcome someone's will is wrong. However if you use
witchcraft love rituals to empower yourself to becoming more attractive and interesting to the opposite sex, then it is a good thing.
I used magic to enable myself to focus on my positive traits and remove my negative traits of my personality. This made myself more attractive to the opposite sex. I also
gained the motivation from meditation and positive affirmations to join a gym and workout for six months straight.
By using the gym, self-knowledge and working on my faults and making myself better, I ended up dating quite a few great women until finally meeting my soul-mate. I
would highly suggest you use magic to attract the perfect partner of your dreams. But remember that using this witchcraft love ritual to overpower someone is wrong.
As an example, I knew of one witch who used this kind of wicca on quite a few different men. All of her attempts did work on gaining the affection and love of these
men, however her life suffered for it. Some of them became stalkers and others turned out to be physically abusive. She used witchcraft love spells with the intent to
subdue and capture certain people. She did win their attraction as bad as it truly was.
Remember to only use witchcraft love spells to become your greatest and to find your soul-mate. This is the true secret of making them work to your benefit!

6 Popular Questions Answered About Magick Spells!

I get questions about who I am, how magick works and other queries often. I have decided to answer some popular questions about myself and magick below.
How long have you been involved with magick?
I have been a spiritual person since I was a child. I was taught Christianity, until I started to question reality at the age of 18. At age 19, I had a full on spiritual
awakening. I have also died three different times within my life. I would say magick and wicca have always been a part of my life. Just used in different ways.
Why do you believe you can teach me magick?
I have been taught magick from different teachers through this lifetime. Most of them teaching empowerment of self and enlightenment. I have also met some dark
teachers which I have learned from and left quickly. I believe in using magick and wicca for cultivation of the witch or wizard to his or her highest form of development.
The goal of a witch or wizard is the attainment of being loving to self and others. His or her magick is being used to empower and better his or her own life and the lives
of others.
Do you believe or teach Black magick?
No I do not teach black magick. It only ends up destroying and hurting the enchanter that sends it out into the universe. The karmic debt of negativity you can create by
trying to reduce and destroy others with magick is tragic because it will follow you in this lifetime and many more to come.
Do you believe in reincarnation?
Yes I do. As you unfold and develop into a more whole and spiritual being through the
practice of self introspection and magick, you will become aware of your own past lives. You can even see future lives through deep meditation or may have dreams
that are past life memories.
Can I be a Christian/Buddhist/Atheist/Whatever?
If you use magick for the greatest and highest good for yourself and mankind, you will realize it will not effect your religious or spiritual beliefs. As long as you believe in
a God or Deity(s) that are loving and kind then your spells and rituals will not be a bad thing. Unless your religion forbids it which then leads you to choose what you
want to do with your religion and magick practices.
What is it like having magical powers?
I can only answer this from my own life experiences. It is fun. I notice little synchronicity every hour, spontaneous positive events, I am luckier then most people I know
as well. I can also tell ahead of time what will happen in my daily life. Whether it be by a few minutes ahead or hours. People are generally friendly with me and using
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do gain me an advantage in life. It is very rewarding and makes my life easier. I have also helped others I know with magick as well for making
their
own lives better.

I can only answer this from my own life experiences. It is fun. I notice little synchronicity every hour, spontaneous positive events, I am luckier then most people I know
as well. I can also tell ahead of time what will happen in my daily life. Whether it be by a few minutes ahead or hours. People are generally friendly with me and using
rituals and spells do gain me an advantage in life. It is very rewarding and makes my life easier. I have also helped others I know with magick as well for making their
own lives better.
I hope those answered some of your questions about magick. I hope I have answered some of your questions about the occult sciences. Continue to learn more to
become your greatest and highest self.
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